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ABSTRACT
The﻿prediction﻿of﻿legal﻿outcomes﻿and﻿other﻿legal﻿domain﻿related﻿variables﻿has﻿served﻿as﻿the﻿basis﻿
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benefit﻿from﻿the﻿TRIPs﻿agreement﻿ in﻿ the﻿long﻿run.﻿However,﻿ the﻿distribution﻿of﻿ these﻿benefits﻿ is﻿
highly﻿skewed﻿towards﻿developed﻿countries.”﻿(McCalman,﻿2002).
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The﻿ present﻿ study﻿ response﻿ to﻿ the﻿ dearth﻿ of﻿ research﻿ employing﻿ non-parametric﻿ estimation﻿
techniques﻿in﻿analysis﻿the﻿interplay﻿between﻿intellectual﻿property﻿regulation,﻿judicial﻿decision﻿making,﻿
and﻿fair﻿use﻿litigation.
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Yoon﻿(2006)﻿offers﻿a﻿unifying﻿account﻿of﻿ judicial﻿ tenure.﻿The﻿author﻿claims﻿ that;﻿Analysing﻿















The﻿ study﻿ is﻿ a﻿ further﻿ example﻿of﻿ the﻿ benefits﻿ of﻿ quantitative﻿methods﻿ in﻿ judicial﻿ decision-























the﻿ judicial﻿sciences.﻿While﻿ the﻿contributions﻿ to﻿empirical﻿ judicial﻿ research﻿have﻿been﻿apt,﻿many﻿
complex﻿nonlinear﻿problems﻿have﻿not﻿been﻿considered﻿empirically.﻿The﻿present﻿article﻿proffers﻿an﻿
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THe NeXT wAVe oF LeGAL eMPIRICISM, ARTIFICIAL 











A Survey of Artificial Intelligence, Specifically Perceptron Models, 






























support﻿ systems﻿ focuses﻿ upon﻿ argumentation,﻿ artificial﻿ intelligence﻿ and﻿ game﻿ theory21.﻿ These﻿
techniques﻿are﻿rarely﻿used﻿in﻿tandem.﻿The﻿authors﻿argue﻿that﻿truly﻿intelligent﻿negotiation﻿support﻿
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of﻿ the﻿ experience﻿ of﻿ competing﻿ trial﻿ lawyers﻿ on﻿ judicial﻿ decision﻿making,﻿ employing﻿ traditional﻿
logistic﻿regression﻿methodologies27.﻿The﻿McGuire﻿study﻿found﻿that﻿trial﻿experience﻿possessed﻿by﻿trial﻿
lawyers﻿was﻿associated﻿with﻿favourable﻿trial﻿outcomes.﻿The﻿D’Rosario﻿study﻿extends﻿upon﻿McGuire,﻿
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Table 1. Variable descriptions
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H3:﻿ It﻿ is﻿posited﻿that﻿ the﻿Perceptron﻿shall﻿achieve﻿higher﻿predictive﻿accuracy﻿than﻿the﻿traditional﻿
logit﻿regression.
H4:﻿ The﻿Hybrid﻿Logit-MPANN﻿ shall﻿ achieve﻿ higher﻿ predictive﻿ accuracy﻿ than﻿ traditional﻿ logit﻿
regression﻿and﻿the﻿standalone﻿MPANN.
The﻿MPANN﻿approaches﻿lend﻿themselves﻿well﻿to﻿the﻿nature﻿and﻿structure﻿of﻿the﻿available﻿data.﻿










recent﻿studies﻿ that﻿ that﻿such﻿approaches﻿are﻿relatively﻿ less﻿capable﻿of﻿accommodating﻿dynamic﻿
and﻿non-linear﻿ relationships.﻿ It﻿ is﻿asserted﻿herein﻿ that﻿ threshold﻿effects﻿ relating﻿ to﻿ independent﻿
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Model Structure
Equation﻿ (1)﻿ summarises﻿ the﻿ econometric﻿ structure﻿ of﻿ the﻿ estimation.﻿Recall﻿ that﻿Win_fu﻿ is﻿ the﻿
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The Multilayer Perceptron Network Model
The﻿article﻿given﻿both﻿its﻿interdisciplinary﻿nature﻿and﻿focus﻿introduces﻿a﻿number﻿of﻿technical﻿concepts﻿

















Figure 1. Conceptual drawing of the logit model (Note: Here V1…Vx are the independent variables (input variables), and e denotes 
the error term (referred to as bias traditionally within the machine learning). Dv denotes the Dependent variable Winfu. The solid 
lines denote the sigmoid/logistic regression process. Dv evidences a Bi-nominal distribution).
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neural﻿network﻿models﻿emerged﻿out﻿of﻿ the﻿body﻿of﻿research﻿on﻿artificial﻿ intelligence﻿ that﻿should﻿
attempt﻿to﻿model﻿the﻿human﻿process﻿of﻿learning﻿through﻿the﻿development﻿of﻿a﻿modeling﻿framework﻿





The﻿MP-ANN﻿is﻿ selected﻿as﻿a﻿viable﻿alternative﻿ to﻿ the﻿Sag﻿ (2014)﻿ logit﻿ 44﻿model﻿because﻿ it﻿
offers﻿a﻿more﻿accurate﻿framework﻿for﻿prediction.﻿Consider﻿some﻿of﻿the﻿challenges﻿associated﻿with﻿
alternative﻿parametric﻿techniques.﻿Firstly,﻿there﻿are﻿obvious﻿issues﻿associated﻿with﻿predictive﻿analysis﻿
where﻿ the﻿process﻿ is﻿non-linear.﻿Logit﻿and﻿probit﻿models﻿are﻿ relatively﻿ less﻿capable﻿of﻿modeling﻿
non-linear﻿decision﻿processes﻿robustly.﻿MP-ANN﻿overcomes﻿this﻿challenge﻿through﻿the﻿application﻿
Figure 2. Conceptual drawing of the multi-layer perceptron model (Note: Here V1…Vx are the independent variables (input 
variables), x denotes the number of variables and b denotes the error term (referred to as bias traditionally within the machine 
learning). Dv denotes the Dependent variable Winfu. Aw denote the hidden layer nodes, and the latter Aw denotes the aggregate 
weight at the output layer).
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Figure 3. Conceptual drawing of the Hybrid perceptron model (Note: Here V1…Vx are the independent variables (input variables), 
and e denotes the error term (referred to as bias traditionally within the machine learning). P(r) denotes the probabilities associated 
with the logit specification outputs. B denotes the bias function at the input layer. Dv denotes the Dependent variable Winfu. Aw 
denote the hidden layer nodes, and the latter Aw denotes the aggregate weight at the output layer).
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Table 2. Summary of logit model
B S.E. Wald df Sig. Exp(B)
case_id 0.010 0.016 0.389 1 0.533 1.010
year -0.128 0.194 0.437 1 0.509 0.879
cr_repeat 1.346 2 0.510
cr_repeat(1) -1.056 0.990 1.137 1 0.286 0.348
cr_repeat(2) 0.079 0.446 0.031 1 0.859 1.082
df_repeat 3.428 2 0.180
df_repeat(1) -0.284 1.041 0.074 1 0.785 0.753
df_repeat(2) -0.898 0.492 3.325 1 0.068 0.407
useshift2 0.385 0.459 0.703 1 0.402 1.470
unpublished 0.640 0.609 1.101 1 0.294 1.896
relsize -0.009 0.003 8.859 1 0.003 0.991
cr_natural(1) -1.783 0.469 14.464 1 0.000 0.168
df_natural(1) -0.867 0.601 2.083 1 0.149 0.420
Constant 256.471 385.212 0.443 1 0.506 2.42+111
Note – This table summarises the co-efficient, t statistics, and associated probabilities for all variables within the specification
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Goodness of Fit and Predictive Accuracy
We﻿employ﻿Efron’s﻿method﻿of﻿determining﻿goodness﻿of﻿fit﻿because﻿of﻿its﻿ease﻿of﻿interpretation﻿(see﻿
Figure﻿4).﻿Unlike﻿other﻿measures﻿of﻿goodness﻿of﻿fit﻿Efron’s﻿method﻿enables﻿the﻿resultant﻿R-squared﻿
















Figure 4. Efron’s R-squared goodness of fit measures
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Figure 5.Count R-squared values for each model specification
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In﻿ relation﻿ to﻿ transformative﻿ use﻿ the﻿ findings﻿ are﻿mixed.﻿Useshift﻿ is﻿ found﻿ to﻿ be﻿ nominally﻿
important﻿within﻿the﻿perceptron﻿models﻿and﻿positively﻿associated﻿with﻿fair﻿use﻿defense﻿success﻿during﻿
litigation.﻿However,﻿it﻿is﻿found﻿to﻿be﻿statistically﻿insignificant.
H3:﻿ It﻿ is﻿posited﻿that﻿ the﻿Perceptron﻿shall﻿achieve﻿higher﻿predictive﻿accuracy﻿than﻿the﻿traditional﻿
logit﻿regression.






























While﻿ economic﻿methods﻿ are﻿ employed﻿ consistently﻿within﻿ legal﻿ research,﻿ the﻿ use﻿ of﻿ non-
parametric﻿methods﻿such﻿as﻿those﻿within﻿the﻿domains﻿of﻿artificial﻿intelligence﻿and﻿machine﻿learning﻿
are﻿relatively﻿under﻿utilised﻿within﻿the﻿legal﻿domain.﻿The﻿present﻿study﻿seeks﻿to﻿advise﻿the﻿next﻿wave﻿
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